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On January 23rd I've sent you 2 Newsletter re. The New models from CMC for 2016.
The first Newsletter was a copy of CMC's own Newsletter. In this newsletter there are 2 "Bundles"
of Mercedes-Transporters including a racing car.(models M-163 and M-164)
Unfortunately, the cars belonging to each Transporter were mixed.
As I took the description on my pricelist (Newsletter 2) from Newsletter 1, it is stated the wrong way
round there as well.
The right description for the bundles should be:
M-163 CMC Bundle Mercedes Benz Blue Wonder+Merc.-Benz 300 SLR #701 Dirty Hero LE 1.000 only available in this bundle)
M-164 CMC Bundle Mercedes Benz LO 2750 Exclusive Version +Excl.W25 T-Car LE 1.000 (only available in this bundle)
By clicking on one of these blue lines you will be connected to CMC's Homepage, where you
can find some pictures and further information. This information is also available on my Homepage:

WWW.TC-MODELS.NL
As you may have noticed there were some price-changes on the already in 2015 announced
models (the GTO's, both Mercedes Transporters and model M-145, the Talbot Lago).
Most striking was the much higher price for the Mercedes LO2750 Transporter (model M-144),
from € 385 to € 624 (!). As I've already said in my earlier Newsletter you are free to cancel your
order if you do not agree with the higher price, but please do so before February 7th, as I have
to order the number of models I need by then. If I don't hear from you by then I trust you OK
with the new price.
You can also consider to change your order for M-144 (Transporter LO 2750 only) to the bundle
M-164. For just 111 Euro more you will get the Transporter PLUS the limited Edition W25 T-car
(1000 models only), which is -I think- a very good deal.
Please let me know as soon as possible.
In case you have ordered the other Transporter (Blue Wonder, revised Edition M-143) you can
also switch to bundle M-163 (Blue Wonder with Dirty Hero SLR #701, LE 1000)
Again I would like to warn you: in case you want certain models, please pre-order them now
as soon as possible in order to avoid disappointment.
Pre-orders are without any obligations.
Especially some of the limited Editions are very popular and may be sold out quickly.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Finally, I would like to draw your attention once again to the Facebook-page of the CMC-Enthusiasts:

www.facebook.com/ClassicModelCarcmcEnthusiasts
where you can find all kinds of information (history, new models, pictures from the factory etc.etc)
You will also find there pictures of CMC's booth at the Nuremburg Toyfair, where they are presenting
the new models for 2016. Have fun!
Best regards,
TC Models/Henk ten Cate

WWW.TC-MODELS.NL

€ 709
€ 735

